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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Coin Casket
Divination

(Brass)
You are supplied with the absolute
highest quality turned brass coin
casket. A non-gimmicked regular
Kennedy Half-Dollar is also
included. You do not need anything
other than what is provided.  Ask
the spectator to open the casket and
to place the Kennedy Half-Dollar
either heads or tails on top, but wait
until your back is turned. They close
the lid over the casket! Ask them
to concentrate on the coin and
IMMEDIATELY you are able to
disclose which side of the coin is
on top!

Comes with TWO different brilliant
methods for divination— allowing
you to control which one you
execute and really throwing the
spectators off the mark.

Completely examinable!  No
magnets!  No sleights!

Easy to do!  No Electronics.

Can be repeated immediately!  Casket can be examined!
Easy to carry!

IMPOSSIBLE… Yes—but ACTUALLY POSSIBLE because it’s true! A mechanical
close-up, self-working miracle. You will marvel and love the secret! A very rare item!
Get one while they are now available!  Made for us exclusively by our partners at
MMJ Magic.

Comes complete with bag, precision-made coin casket in brass, and regular Kennedy
Half-Dollar.

“I have been waiting almost 40 years for this to come back!”
--Joe Stevens

$35
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Truly Magical Coins
Coin Go!

A wonderful coin miracle from the past. Always clever,
easy to do and no skill required.

Magi shows a half-dollar coin and then points to an
invisible hole in his trousers, jeans or pants. He
explains to the audience it’s obvious they can’t see
the hole, because if they could—well—it wouldn’t be
invisible. He places the coin into the folds of the front
of his pants, covers the coin with his hand and, upon
removing his hand, the coin has vanished. Of course,
the audience assumes the performer is palming the
coin, but the magician then clearly opens his hand
showing front and back! The coin truly has vanished.
Literally in a second, right in front of their eyes. The
performer then is sure to prove that, in fact,
there is no hole in his pants.

While it is crafted specifically for a half-dollar, it could
be possible to use other coins as well.  The coin or
coins used are not gimmicked.

Of course, while this can be performed as a stand-alone effect, as any performer
knows, it’s much better to be added into a coin routine and used possibly as a
finale. The best part—no skill required. The gimmick is hand made from various
materials including molded brass metals.

$20
Sven Lee’s

COINSPIRE
COINSPIRE is the world’s first binary
magic coin set. It’s a set of two high-quality
copper coins, each measuring about 1.25
inches in diameter. Based on the classic
age cards principle, but with a special secret
twist. A spectator makes a free choice from
any list of over 30 different choices. There
is no force and it is a free and fair choice. Using the classic method in combination
with the secret twist, the performer easily divines the spectator’s thought-of choice.

Nothing is written down. There are no sleights and the methods are self-working,
but easy to learn and perform.

Included are 10 routines:  Celebrity Divination, Dream Holiday Divination,
Living & Dead Test, Birth Date Divination, Birth Month Divination, Zodiac Sign
Divination, Day For Any Date Test, Card At Any Number, Newspaper Headline
Divination and Superhero Divination.

$30
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Houdini Is Back!

Spirit Trumpet
The audible is eerie, vivid and impressive.  The sound truly
is coming from the spirit trumpet and it’s amplified! You
can hand the trumpet out for complete examination.
Highly impressive.

Each Spirit Trumpet is custom made; please allow a few days to prepare your
trumpet for shipping. Order now. Stock is limited.

Our Spirit Trumpet is crafted from spun aluminum blanks over custom forms. A
great deal of attention has been placed on the look and finish of this piece to give it
that authentic museum piece look and feel.

The hardwood base compliments the Trumpet along the brass accents and leather
straps. Those lucky enough to possess this limited production Spirit Trumpet will
truly have a work of art that is not only a unique conversation piece, but an actual
performance piece that will make the hair stand up on your audience’s neck!

The performer introduces the Spirit Trumpet, an artifact from days gone by, once
belonging to the famous Mme. Palladino, a ‘physical medium’. With the aid of her
Trumpet, Mme. Palladino would communicate with those beyond the veil, bringing
messages to friends, loved ones, politicians and noblemen of the day. She would
enter into a type of trance and then, calling on her spirit guide, John King, would
allow sitters to hear and speak to the dearly departed through her Spirit Trumpet.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Diabolically Clever As Ever!
This unique Spirit Trumpet enables you
to replicate her Trumpet Seances, allowing
you and your audience to communicate
with Mme. Palladino directly and yes, even
other spirits. Everyone can clearly hear her
speak through the Trumpet, having a
conversation and even answering
questions, divining hidden thoughts and
more.

IMPORTANT FACTS:
• This is a one-person act. No

assistant needed.

• The performer is in complete control.

• The ‘spirits’ are distinctly heard coming
from the Trumpet.

• The Trumpet can be minutely examined.
No wires, microphones or other tangible
evidence can be found by examining the
Trumpet.

• The performer can select the spirit or
spirits to converse with. The dialog, etc.
is completely under your control and can
be different for every performance.

• Will work in ANY language.

• Comes with a booklet of instructions
along with the history of Spirit Trumpet
medium-ship.

• Ready to perform once you set up your
script.

• Very limited in production. A rare
opportunity for the bizarrist/mentalist/
magician to offer something completely
new and exciting to his audience.

• Online instructions for adding the script
is now available.

$1,295 + shipping & insurance
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!

John Ramsay’s
Cylinder & Coins

Called by many as the greatest coin routine of all time by Victor Farelli.  Created in
1948!  We are pleased to finally be able to offer this fine effect to the magic
fraternity!

Our partners at MJJ, who have created this fine piece of magic, get the credit!

What impressed us so much is the following... the entire routine was psychological.
The sleights were impossible!  The moves with the corks, and stack of Morgan
dollars are incredible!  The thumb drive video of performance by Gallo, followed
by the explanation, is truly fascinating!  I cannot say enough about this routine and
it is not hyperbole.  How John Ramsay created this in 1948 is beyond my
comprehension.

You receive the entire routine, which consists of Stack of Morgan Dollars, Leather
Cup, Thumb Drive (with performance and explanation).

Disclaimer: You will need four non-gimmicked Morgan Dollars (in addition to
what is provided here), which are NOT included with this product at this price.
Suggest if you don’t have them to purchase them from any currency or coin dealer.

“For the first time in my life, I was able to see Mike Gallo perform
this full routine, and I have never seen any better in my almost 50
years of watching magic!  I have never seen a more powerful coin
routine!” — Joe Stevens

YOU must see the video performance even IF you don’t buy it!  How
good is it?? It fooled Penn & Teller on TV!

$450
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Available Again!
Al Baker’s

Dyeing Tube Method
An internationally famous routine
copyrighted in 1948!  The PERFECT
gimmick—Baker’s method is a routine
for all occasions!

A sheet of paper, freely shown, is rolled
into a cylinder.  Two white silks are
tucked into the cylinder and a third is
tied around it.  A spectator is given a
wand and the cylinder containing the
silks.  As the wand is pushed through the cylinder, the silks emerge DYED IN
DIFFERENT COLORS!

Everything may be examined.  A beautiful routine of magic that pleases all types of
audiences.  This is magic that can be done to music or as is—an audience pleaser
for sure!  Excellent for stand up, stage or parlor.

Comes complete with the secret, photographed instructions in a 40+ page booklet
showing over 30 differenct routines as well as five silks and the special paper.

As the great BUMA always said, “Don’t ask me for what is NEW... Ask
me what was great years ago!”

$37.50

Powell Magic Presents...
Remote Control
Card Fountain

At the performer’s command, an entire deck
of cards fly out of a box, bag or hat! What a
dramatic way to find a selected card. No better
way to draw a crowd
than cards flying
several feet in the air!
Look what sets this

equipment apart from similar devices:  The electronics aren’t
bulky. The whole gimmick is compact (just 3 x 3 x 3.5-
inches) and will fit inside a small box or paper bag. The
operation is remote controlled. Simply press the on button
and the cards shoot out; press off and the wheel stops. The
keychain remote control will work up to 150 feet away so
performer can activate the fountain at any time. Compact,
reliable, impressive!

$295
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Michael Baker Exclusive!
Mini Oriental

Die Box
Michael Baker’s first fruit
from the Magic Crafters
Meeting 2018 held in Wichita,
Kansas, featuring some of the
finest in the art including,
Gimpy, George Ledo, Louie
Gaynor and of course—
Michael Baker.

Micheal really stepped up on this
product which will feature limited production and the first batch of six have arrived
and are available for immediate shipping.  The collection will be limited to
only 20 pieces. If your a fan of die boxes and beautiful apparatus this is going
to be hard to resist.  It has both functionality and a beautiful look, it would be a
shame to not have it prominent visually available.  This unique limited production
product crafted by Michael Baker, can ONLY be purchased from Stevens Magic
Emporium.

The piece is exquisite, ordinate
and exceptionally detailed as one
would expect from Michael.  On
a personal note, this piece
embodies features of my father
Joe’s favorite producer of
apparatus—Okito.  Finding
people that can come close to
achieve that semblance found in
historical Okito pieces is
exceptionally rare, in point of
fact there are only two people
we can think of that could
achieve this level of detail and
Michael is obviously one of them.

The box features velvet lined interior, and of course, the necessary sliding gimmick,
two top-doors and two double-front doors.

Dimensions: 5 inches long X 2.5 inches wide X 2.75inches tall.

Only Three Left!   $298

Top Quality Sold Only At Stevens Magic!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Michael Baker Exclusives!

Okito Confetti
To Silks

Handcrafted by Michael Baker.  A box filled
with colorful confetti is shown, along with
an empty tube, closed at the bottom, but with
open top.  A few handfuls of confetti are put
into the tube, and within seconds, transforms
into whatever you choose to produce!

Comes complete with box, tube, confetti,
load chamber, special gimmick and illustrated
instructions.  You supply your own silks,
etc.  Each outfit is individually numbered with
a brass hallmark plate attached to the box.
Box dimensions, approximately 10 x 8.5 x 4.5-inches.  Made from Baltic Birch
with brass hinges.  Beautifully painted red, gold and black outside with Chinese
bird and blossom images on the four sides and the lid.  Interior is black and gold
with Chinese fan image on the underside of the lid. Too beautiful to describe in
print!  Tube dimensions approximately 9 x 4-inches.  Made from 22 gauge steel.
Summer green, gold and black with images of bamboo and cranes on the front.
Load space is almost as large as the tube.  Will hold a huge production of silks,
spring flowers, etc.  Load chamber is felt covered for quiet operations.

$375

Rice Canisters
The apparatus you now possess is a
variation of a U.F. Grant effect commonly
known as The Chink Cans. The basic
premise is the same, but the tubes are now
square and equal in size.  The advantage of
this over other rice bowls is that there is NO
WATER needed—this is a big plus!

The effect is that two canisters are shown
empty. One of them is filled to the brim with
M&Ms (cereal, coins, rice or confetti, use
your imagination). The two canisters are

placed mouth to mouth, and when separated, the M&Ms have doubled in quantity.
The M&Ms are leveled off and the mouth of that canister is covered with a square
of paper, drumhead-style. When the paper is broken, a very large production of
silks is made.  The apparatus is entirely self-contained, and best of all, it is very easy
to perform!  The tubes are 3 x 3 x 6-inches each, made from Baltic Birch. They are
painted periwinkle blue with black trim and all sides are adorned with multi-color
images on marbled yellow backgrounds, with gold accents.  Supply your own
M&Ms (or other item) and silks.

$125
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Clever Use Of Unique Cards
Slate Of  Me

Sly Wun
A unique, novelty card effect that goes over with any
audience. Ice Breakers and quick effects that play great
for any entertainer are few and far between. Things
like Ken Brooke’s Baby Gag or Driebeck Die fit the
bill perfectly. But here is another prop that is worth
its weight in always getting a laugh that it easy to do
and comical. Even better, it packs flat and plays big.
This effect is easy to do and garners excellent
entertainment for your audience.

A spectator is invited on stage and asked to take any
card from a deck and, without looking at it, to place
it in his pocket. Magician then shows a prediction
written in Chinese, which, of course, the audience
cannot read!  Magician claims he will translate the
message into English and does so by turning the large
slate on which the message appears. The Chinese
writing is seen to change and to read the “Eight of
Hearts.” Magician pretends to hear someone say that
they still cannot read the message? He then turns
the slate over and on the reverse side is a GIANT
Eight OF HEARTS! For the final punch, the spectator
is asked to remove the card from his pocket and to
name it. It is the EIGHT OF HEARTS!

Turn the page to the LEFT to see transformation!
$45

Giant 3 1/2 Clubs
The magician brings out this giant card and
is holding it with the back to the audience
and says that he'll find a card equivalent to
one half of a card selected by the spectator.
But since the spectator selected the 7 of
Clubs, this feat proves difficult. Until the
magician turns card and it is the 3 1/2 of
Clubs! A simple force of a 7 of Clubs from
a regular deck will get you there...

We supply the specially printed card (no
instructions).  Approximately 9 x 14-inches
(approximately 23cm x 35.5cm).

Perfect Gag Card!   $15
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
Jim Kleefeld’s

Desired State
Kleefeld Is At It Again! They Choose
A State —You Read Their Mind!  Does
NOT use the Verite Principle—New
Methodology!

Desired State is versatile, easy, baffling and
inventive. He has an incredible mind for
creativity as well as being able to keenly
recognize powerful mental miracles.  Jim is
considered one of the foremost authorities
on mentalism applications as well as a life-
long aficionado the art of magic.  For those
who are familiar with Jim’s work, the mere
mention of his name or endorsement
provides all the assurances needed.  Jim is
one of the few people in the art whose
conviction to strong principles, trumps putting

out products that are not up to his standard solely for the sake of commerciality.

Hand out 50 vintage postcards of the United States. Have any number of spectators
each select any one state and remember it. Let them check the front pictures, and
read the list of states on the back. Now you blow their minds as you reveal that you
know exactly which state each spectator has chosen.

No straight & curvy, No peeks, No forces, No stacks, No memorizing,
No fishing, No anagrams, No cribs, No one-ahead, No writing, No
impressions, No pads, No pateos, No confederates, No magnets, No
wires, No threads, No gaffs, No stooges and No nothing.

Desired State includes 50 (one for each state) 4-inch by 6-inch custom-designed
postcards with a vintage look and style.  Much less than you would pay if you
actually collected 50 similar state postcards from antique shops. Desired State
uses a universal theme—travel and vacation destinations—that will captivate your
audience. And, it is incredibly easy to do. Produced by Jim Kleefeld, from a
concept by Jonathan
Kanter. You get 50 US
State postcards and
ONE terrific secret.

$40
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!

Davenport’s
Mental Ropes

Shawn Reida, Louis Gaynor and Stevens Magic presents one of the rarest effects
in magic.  Created first by Al Glennan.

Known the world over and famous for  makers of magic and publishers since
1898!  We have obtained, with permission, from Ms. Betty Davenport,
London, England, to once again, produce this famous clever and original
effect!  Mental Ropes is a very magical rope effect that we are bringing back
from years ago!  It’s original, self-working, clever with audience  participation and
very entertaining!

You show a brightly-colored wooden box, in which lies five different brightly-colored
ropes.  Both ends of each rope dangle outside both sides of the box. A magic
wand (or similar such device), is placed cross-sectionally inside the box across from
the ropes. The ends of the wand are thus sticking out of the box in full view at all
times. To prevent interference, a lid is placed on top of the box covering the ropes
and wand.  An audience member is asked to simply select one of the colored ropes
of their choice. They can change their mind if so desired as the effect
plays out!

The remaining ropes that were not selected are pulled out individually.  The spectator
can ALSO choose which colored ropes to remove—and in what order—from the
box. It’s important to highlight the control the
spectator has both in choosing the colored rope
they want to remain in the box, and also
choosing which ropes are removed and in what
order.  When the lid is removed, it is revealed
that the spectator’s selected rope is the ONLY
one that is tied around the magic wand that’s
been there from the very beginning!

Complete with cleverly designed box and rope
and wand.

$70
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Guaranteed Laughs!

Pee Wand
aka Wee Wee Wand

The kids will love this!  Lots of laughter!

A high-quality magic wand. This clever little wand
squirts a heavy stream of water 20 plus feet at
your command.  You’ve never seen one of these!

Easy to operate and very easy to fill.  Holds an
impressive amount of water as well.  The classic
clown gag, now in a FAKE magic wand.  Give it
a squeeze and watch the water shoot out!

Looks like a regular magic wand... but it’s not!  It’s
a mini squirt gun.

A squirting magic wand? Your victim..er.. spectator
will never see it coming! But all the kids will want
you to squirt them.  Fun and hilarious magic.

 $35

Bill Ragsdale’s
TroubleWit

Do you want to entertain? Do you want
to be different? TroubleWit is the
perfect item to do the above! Master
this piece of entertainment and your
magic performance will add a distinct
routine. Great for ALL types of
audiences! (After all, you don’t need to
do just magic effects.) TroubleWit is a
ridiculous name someone hung on the
stunt of folding an accordion-pleated
paper into dozens of different shapes.
(Jay Marshall, former SAM Dean, was
a master at this effect!) Perfect for MC
work! Perfect for all types of shows:
adults & children!

Dozens & dozens & dozens of different
designs are taught! The audience will
like this and is the perfect answer to

the magician who is looking for a novelty to insert into their program! (Do an entire
act or just a bit) Believe us…it is worth MORE than the price of this effect!  Website
shows many different designs!

$16
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Voitko Exclusive!

Fire Wallet
24 Hour

Leave it to Viktor Voitko
to take a classic in magic
and magic is better—
MUCH BETTER! There
are plenty of fire wallets out
there. In fact, it’s one of the
most popular selling items
related to magic. And

make no mistake—this is probably the most expensive fire wallet on the market—
but there is a valid saying, “you get what you pay for!” This model will last up
to 24 hours with one application. You read that right. Most all other models have
an exceptionally limited strike time (defined as the amount of time that can pass
between when you prep the wallet with fuel and when you ignite it). Only a very
few allow you to be able to light the wallet with confidence and only one, the
Voikto Fire Wallet, will allow you to do this up to 24 hours AFTER you applied
the fuel.

But this isn’t only about performance. The style and quality of the wallet is modern
and streamlined and it’s professionally crafted to last years. Simply one look at the
photo will prove this as a fact.

There are several reasons to choose this Voikto Fire Wallet... Works 100% of
the time.  Special design of the wallet allows you to keep the gasoline inside for
more than 24 hours.  One battery charge allows you to make more than 200 fires.

Specifications:  The Voikto 24 Hour Fire Wallet is crafted from the highest
quality natural leather.  The only Fire Wallet we have ever seen containing a Battery
that is rechargable.   One charge—more than 200 fires.  Requires Zippo petrol
(Zippo Lighter is NOT included and must be purchased separately).
Only application setup needed
for 24 hours!

The Fire Wallet 24 Hour set is
included:  1 x Special Wallet, 1 x
Bottle for petrol (again, Zippo
Lighter is NOT included) and 1 x
USB Charger.

$175
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Voikto Exclusive!
BurnOUT

Voitko has added his
professional and artistic touch to
a classic prop and as we all
know, when Voitko puts his
mark on something—the result
is synergy. Voitko is one of the
busiest workers in the art of
magic traveling worldwide year-
after-year. He has a tremendous
understanding of how to magic
props magical. Voitko’s recent
adaptation of this effect results
in a dramatic improvement form
anything that perceived it.

When it comes to making a
lasting impression, no device or action is more memorable than FIRE! For example,
handing out your business card that moments before was on fire! Or handing a
$100 bill that was also just a few moments prior was on fire! Other applications
are possible, limited to both one’s imagination and certain items that will work
with this new device.

Specifications:
Size of holders approx. 2.3 x 3.7 x 1/2 inches (6cm x 9,5cm x 1,2cm).  You can
put the items inside the aluminum case with 3-4 your extra business cards.

IMPORTANT: Your business cards should be paper without gloss and/or laminate.

•  Battery is rechargeable.
•  One charge will provide over 100 ignitions.
•  Requires Zippo petrol (Zipper lighter is not provided).
•  One application of Zippo will provide ignition for up to 12 hours.
•  No flash paper is used nor needed.

The BurnOUT comes in assorted color cases of Silver/Black—we will ship whatever
is available.

Unit includes: 1 x Special gimmick, 1 x Bottle for petrol for application and 1 x
USB Charger

NOTEP:  Limit to ONE per order subject to inventory on hand. May take
3-4 weeks for delivery depending on fabrication and availability.

$115
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Ton Onosaka Presents...
Fishbowl Mystery

The performer shows a plaque with
a picture of a fishbowl containing
two goldfish. The fish seem to vanish
when the plaque is passed behind
his back. The audience is not
impressed by this, but are amazed
when the fish have vanished from
both sides of the plaque and a
smiling, well-fed cat appears in their
place. Plays for all ages. Silk
screened, laminated. Fast, easy
magic.

If ever the definition of “packs flat –
play’s big” was accurate, it would be
for this effect!  Plays for all ages.
Silkscreened and laminated.  Fast
and easy magic.

“I love this effect because you
can easily get several minutes
of time from it, it’s
interactive, comical and even
better—a great sucker effect.”
--Mark Stevens

$47.50Lucky Lady
“Original”

Ton has created a real improvement over the old
effect.  The card is beautifully silkscreened on
durable plastic.  Super thin and easy to perform.
The specially constructed gimmick adds a new
dimension to the effect as well as a dynamite kicker
at the end!

$47.50
Extremely

Limited
Inventory

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fish-bowl-mystery-onosaka/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/lucky-lady-original-ton-onosaka/
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Purchased from any Stevens
Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com
(use Code: SME041519)

Offer cannot be used in
combination with any other
promotion or special.  Some
items are nondiscountable or
listed as a special price, these

are not eligible for this
coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires April 15, 2019!

Remember YOU must
MENTION the coupon to use it!
It is NOT given automatically,

and will not be applied
retroactively! Coupon Code:

SME041519

Barry Watson Exclusive!
Watson Alloy Cups

Absolutely GORGEOUS!  Do NOT
make the mistake of comparing these
to previous cups…  When people asks
us at Stevens Magic why we are so
excited about Brain Watson’s products,
we know right way they have not had
the pleasure of seeing them first-hand.
Brian embodies discipline and ethics
from the past, and merges them with
artistic contemporary designs. The
result are products that deliver both and
that you will be proud to own.

The Watson Cups were specifically
designed by Brian Watson as a true workers cup, not only improving your existing
handling but also many of the new sleights and moves work with most newer style
of cups, however Brian has designed these cups to work perfectly.

Beautifully weighted and balanced, they handle as easily as a small set of cups even
though they will take 3 x 1 1/8 inch (1 inch core with 1/8 inch jacket) balls on the
saddle and in the attic and a tennis ball size final load!  * Please note that the video
shows the Watson Cups in Polished Copper

The alloy cups handle exactly the same, however they are lighter than
the heavy copper.  A Classic redefined!  So smooth and elegant.  Strikingly visual
in design these really are eye magnets.  These beautiful cups look the business and
will look as good as you do!

$125

http://www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/watson-cups-lite-in-satin-alloy-brian-watson/


PAYMENT METHOD:

  MasterCard     Visa        Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone—Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves
our premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure
your order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We’re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas •  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 •  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Minimum Ship Charges:

$ 0.00 to  $  25.00 ....................... $5.00
$ 25.01 to $  50.00 ....................... $8.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $13.00

Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00

Important Note: The above charges will apply on
the majority of orders. SME reserves the right to
choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the phrase
“minimum ship charge” is included in the above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas •  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 •  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In Order Fder Fder Fder Fder Formormormormorm

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Stevens Magic Exlusives!
Ladies Himber

Ring
2 Versions

The Linking Finger Rings effect is dramatic.
Three spectators’ rings are borrowed and
actually LINKED TOGETHER.  Then each
is returned to its owner undamaged! You’ll
be proud to own and perform with any of
these rings. Made from 10k gold.

Designed by a master
jeweler and a magican, each ring is individually hand crafted.
The gimmick is so well concealed, even a seasoned magician
will have trouble finding it.

Ladies’ ring is available in one size only!  Choose
from Blue Topaz or Cubic Zirconia—please
specify when ordering.

Finally, Available Again!   $595 each

Supreme Divination
A Magical-Mental-Miracle!

By permission of Owen Magic Supreme.
Made for us by craftsman, Louie Gaynor.

A solid brass bar is dropped into one of the three
numbered openings in a beautiful walnut wood
case.  Without having seen this done, the
performer can tell which number contains the
bar without touching the case or opening the lid
instantly!  Performer never touches the cabinet.

The principle has stood the “test of time” and
stands alone!  Ingenious!  You will love the
“modus operandi” of this beautifully created
effect.  Made in high-class walnut and deserves a
nice place in your collection.  Truly a “Golden Oldie”!  Don’t miss out on this!
Supreme Divination is self-working, instantly repeatable (no reset
is required) and exceptionally deceptive. Dimensions are 5.25-inches long
by 3-inches wide and 4.5-inches tall.  Whether you purchase it as a collector,
mentalist or magical performer this is one item that easily appeals and satisfies all
of the disciplines of magic.

$250

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ladies-himber-ring/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/supreme-divination-exclusive-permission-from-owens
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Money Effects You Need!
Palming Coins

These are Dollar-sized palming coins. Viking has
spared no expense in bringing the magic fraternity
one of the finest Palming Coins ever produced. A
beautiful replica of a Liberty Dollar.  Reeded edges for
gripping; thin profile so that you can stack them easily
for productions.

Coins are made from zinc material, heavily plated in
bright nickel. This lightweight coin makes a very distinct
and loud sound when dropped into a coin pail. Their
brightly polished surface will reflect light so that the
coins can be seen even in the largest of auditoriums.

Note: Palming
Coins sold by the
dozen only. Each
set comes in a
velveteen bag and
each coin is
individually housed in
a plastic case.

$30

Michael Close’s
Dollar Bill

Available Again!
A dollar bill is folded inside a playing
card and a toothpick stuck through
both.  Unbelievably, the bill is pulled
back and forth through the toothpick!
When the toothpick is removed, the
bill has no tears or holes!

No skill required.  Comes complete
with dollar bill, cards, toothpick,
plastic wallet and routine.

 $20
A Best Seller!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/palming-coins-12-pieces-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/michael-close-dollar-bill/
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Ken Brooke Exclusives
Bob Ostin’s

Comedy Mental
Transmitter

A fabulous routine that is PERFECT for
parlor, stage or intimate settings!
Guaranteed laughs!  Easy to carry in your
pocket.  It is hard to believe that such a tiny
piece of apparatus can be so powerful! Fabulous
entertainment!

The performer announces that with the help
of this special device he can transmit thoughts
from one mind to another!  A

card is freely selected and the spectator is asked to concentrate
on the card.  This “mental transmitter” is brought out and
wound up.  At the right moment the transmitter button is
pressed.  Another spectator seated on the opposite side of
the room immediately names the card!  No skill required.
The transmitter does it all for you.  Great fun to perform.
There are NO electronics to worry about.  No batteries are
needed.  Self-contained.

Don’t Miss This!         $47.50

Another Bloomin’
Card Trick

A fun close-up card effect that
entertains!

Four cards of the same value are shown.  The
performer gives the cards a flick and one of
the cards turns face down!  Another flick of
the cards makes the second card face down.
Finally ALL cards shown at first have now
turned over.  Then the performer causes the

cards to show face up again. The color of the backs through out the routine are
seen to be (either red or blue), but the performer now shows them to all be of one
color.  Then suddenly, with no moves
whatsoever, each card is seen to have a
DIFFERENT EXOTIC BACK, of a
different design!  This one is fun to do and
easy to carry.

$12.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/comedy-mental-transmitter-bob-ostin-manufactured-by-louie-gaynor
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/another-bloomin-card-trick-ken-brooke/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
SME Private Brand Decks are
hand-made exclusively for Stevens
Magic by a card expert/grifter.  Why
choose these decks over
commercial options? The
answer is the meticulous attention
to detail and minimal trimming that
only professionals like you would
appreciate. These decks are so good
we field-tested them on
knowledgeable card magicians, and

in the case of the strippers and reverse strippers they had no idea they were
holding a gaffed deck.  Yes they cost more than machine commercial-printed
decks, but only a fraction considering the amount of time and detail being each
deck is hand-made.   See website for complete specs.

Note: These are NOT geared to individuals who do not have already have a
working knowledge of these decks.

SME Invisible Deck (Red or Blue) ................................................... $12.50

SME Stripper Deck (Red or Blue) ................................................... $12.50
SME Private Brand Stripper – Differs greatly from standard stripper decks. The
tapered cut is minimal yet precise. Virtually impossible to spot with the naked
eye—even for magicians.

SME Reversed Stripper Deck (Red or Blue) .................................. $15.00
If there is one stripper deck that even a magician wouldn’t be able to spot (save for
the great Richard Turner of course), this is it!  This deck has the additional advantage
of being able to detect the spectator’s chosen card merely by dribbling the deck
also!  This additional feature provides a substantial benefit. This is as undercover of
a stripper deck that can be possible.

SME Svengali Deck (Red or Blue) .................................................. $12.50
SME Reverse Svengali Deck (Red or Blue) .................................... $15.00
Hand-made deck, superior quality and with the added feature being that the cards
can be dribbled in front of spectators such that a different card can be seen falling
throughout the dribble.  Don’t try this at home with your standard commercial
Svengali deck.

SME Pop Eyed Popper (Red or Blue) ............................................. $12.00
Standard benefit as is the case with traditional Pop-Eyed Popper, yet as with all
SME Private Brand decks, is hand-made with excruciating attention to detail.

SME Four Way Pop Eyed Popper (Red or Blue) ............................. $16.50
While it has often been stated the standard Pop-Eyed Popper deck is the absolute
best way to force a card without any skill or card-control, this new deck trumps the
standard Pop-Eyed deck, as it allows the magician to force up to FOUR different
cards—if so desired.  While not essential to do all four, it still gives you the power
to force from one to four cards.

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=sme+brand+deck&post_type=product
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Silks Made Easy
“Good Night” Silk

Made from the highest quality silk.
Manufactured in Japan.  These silks are
substantially superior to any standard magic silk
you have seen.  This is the perfect accessory
for the working stage or parlor performer.  It
serves equally as well as for the Masters Of
Ceremonies.  Of course, the silk is just the
product, it’s what you do with it that makes
the difference.  Brilliantly dyed with multiple
colors—blue, yellow and red.  It reads in bold
black lettering—GOOD NIGHT.

 See on our website!      $30

6-Foot Design Silks
There is nothing more beautiful than these silks!  Excellent for back drop frames.
Beautiful when produced.  Pure silk.  Used by professional for years.  Original
Rice silks are selling for three to four times these prices.  Available in Butterfly
and Rabbit In Hat, please specify when ordering.

$130

36-Inch Silks
These silks make a beautiful production item and
many professionals use these silks for backdrops
to enhance their acts.  Stevens Magic is proud
to offer you the prettiest silks in the entire magic
world and there is nothing to compare them
with.  Patterned off Rice Silk Designs.

Please specify:  Clown, Dragon, Rabbit In
Hat and Butterfly.

37.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Jumbo King

To Queen
Finally a jumbo changing
card that plays great and
that is affordable!
Purchase a SINGLE
card and it will allow you
to perform all kinds of
routines.

Per former invites a
spectator up to the
platform or stage and
announces that they are to
select a card that will match the Jumbo Card.  The spectator does NOT see the face
of the Jumbo Card!  The performer ONLY shows the Prediction Jumbo Card to
the audience.  Then places the card into a brown paper bag, OR just sets it back
side to the audience on a chair.  Spectator then selects a card from a deck, holds it
up for the audience can see.  Unfortunately, it does NOT match the prediction
shown to the audience! What to do?  The performer brings the Jumbo Card out of
the bag or turns it around from the chair. VIOLA!  The card revealed has changed
to the spectator’s chosen card!  Self-Working, Easy To Do!  Now you can buy
just ONE of the “GAFFED” cards at such a GREAT PRICE!  Cards measure 15-
inches tall x 10.5-inches wide.

2 For...$49.50

Jumbo Comedy
Split Deck

Funny—Fabulous
Comedy

Now you can do your favorite
card trick for the largest audience.
Available in highly visible, jumbo-
size!  Bicycle-backed cards only.
An excellent audience
participation effect.  Laughs—
Suspense—Entertaining—A
prediction—Easy to do!

Split deck with a kicker, “Oh,
Dear,” selected halves don’t
match, but YOUR prediction
does.  Highly entertaining!

  $47.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/10669/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/jumbo-comedy-split-deck-bicycle-blue/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Harold Voit’s

Deluxe Billet Box
The performer hands a number of small
blank pieces of paper out to a member of
the audience, along with some pencils. A
small black box is brought out and is sat on
the front of the stage or on a table in full
view. (Of course, this box can be held up
and shown.) This audience member is asked
to randomly hand out the slips of paper to

different members of the audience at random. The members are instructed to
write a number, or city, a name etc., on the slip of paper and fold it into fours, so
the writings cannot be seen. The member is to collect all of them and places the
strips of paper into the slot on top of the box. And returns to his seat.

Next, the mentalist picks up the box and removes its lid and sets it on the table. He
walks over to a random spectator (any spectator) and asks him or her to freely
select only “one” of the papers from the box. Next this person unfolds the slip of
paper and reads out loud what is written on the paper...(Name, number, city, etc.)
The performer directs the audience’s attention to an envelope that has been sitting
on the table since before the performance began. The performer picks up the
envelope and opens it, keeping it in full view of the audience where it is opened.
He pulls out a single piece of paper, opens it and calls out what is exactly what is
written on the paper!  This is a phenomenal product worth its weight. It’s
exceptionally well constructed.

$97.50
Correct Key

Ted Annemann gave us “7 Keys To
Baldpate,” David DeVal gave us “7th Key”
and now Stevens Magic presents another
exclusive with “Correct Key.”

The performer shows a padlock and passes
out seven keys to seven spectators. Each
tries his or her key in the lock. The keys
turn but do not open the lock. The
spectators are each given a small coin
envelope and instructed to seal their key in
it. An eighth key is brought out. The lock
can be opened only with this one key. It is
also sealed in an envelope. The envelopes are held and shuffled by a spectator.
Another spectator locks the lock and someone picks an envelope. The key is
removed and a spectator now opens the lock with the chosen key.

Comes with several variations on the routine. Quality Master lock and keys.
$85

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Merlin’s Magic Elixir
The performer removes 10 marbled blocks of
wood from a beautifully decorated hardwood box.
The pieces form a rectangle around which a white
frame fits exactly. As he puts the puzzle together,
he tells how he was sold the puzzle plus some
very expensive magic elixir, which was supposed

to be necessary for solving the puzzle.  He
solved it without taking the elixir—only to be

told that he was missing a piece!  He added
the piece and still solved the puzzle without

the elixir!  But, there was yet another
extra piece.  So, he took that piece and,
once again, solved the puzzle without the

elixir.  So, why did he need the magic elixir?
He has added two pieces to the puzzle—and it is

still exactly the same size!  The rectangular frame still fits
around the puzzle!  How in the world is this possible?  In order to find this out, you
will probably need to take a couple drinks of that magical elixir!  More than a
puzzle, it’s a magical effect as well!

Here’s what you get:  The beautiful wooden drawer box (non-gimmicked), the
puzzle, a white cardboard frame and exceptionally detailed instructions with frame-
by-frame illustrations and highly entertaining story.  Translations by Bill Palmer.

 Regular Size...$125

Solve the puzzle.
EASY!

Add a piece &
 solve the puzzle!

HOW CAN THAT BE?

Add another piece &
solve the puzzle

again!!
HAND ME THAT

BOTTLE OF ELIXIR!

Puzzling Predictions

Tic Tac Toe Mini
An amazing close-up item that plays big!
This more portable version will fit into
your palm easily! Based on the creative
mind of Kai-Fu Wang, Bond Lee has
improved this routine.

Tic-Tac-Toe is a classic paper and pencil
game between two players. Now it turns
into an interactive game between the
magician and the audience. Each player takes turns drawing O’s and X’s on a 3 by
3 grid. After completing the game, the magician reveals a surprise ending!

Contents:  The board—constructed on a single piece of acrylic plastic. Total of 9
pieces of O’s and X’s are supplied.  A piece of metal is supplied, which can be
placed inside a card box and thereby serve as a holder.  The size of the acrylic
plastic board is 2.3 x 2.3 inches or 6 x 6 cm.

You can customize the prediction as you wish, for example:  Finale of a mentalism
routine, Message, Photo or Company’s logo.

$60

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Cagliostro’s Key

aka Spirit Key
Once performed and handed to the spectator, it may
be closely and fully inspected. There is absolutely
nothing to find, no seam, no pinholes, no weld joints,
nothing! The key is perfectly balanced for the Haunted
Key move forward as well as backward and is gaffed
for the “twisting” effect. This will badly fool those “in

the know”.  Great close-up effect! Carry in
your pocket—ready to perform at a
moment’s notice.  Excellent craftsmanship.
Made in Europe, quality magic.

The key is 4.5 inches (116 mm) and the bow
is 1 1/8 inches wide. And weighs 1.3 ounces.
It comes in a beautiful red velvet jewelry box
with the proper “resetting tool”.

The routine is amazing. The performer first causes the key to turn over in their
hand during their favorite routine. (With practice you may even cause the key to
turn over in the spectator’s hand!)  This is where the similarity ends. At this point
the artist asks the spectator to rub the perfectly aligned key on the barrel and slowly
the bit twists 90 degrees from the bow. Immediately the key is handed out and
spectator absolutely can find nothing out of the ordinary, except a sold, twisted key!

ONLY ONE per customer/order!      $350

The Greatest
Krazy Kard...Of  All

A professional SPOT card that goes beyond any other
similar card effect!  A WONDERFUL STAND UP or
STAGE EFFECT!  Easy to perform.  Great entertainment
for ALL audiences and a fooler as well!  Up to EIGHT
changes!  Professionally made for professionals.  Self
working.  Splendid entertainment—Don’t miss this one.

Krazy Kard is expertly made with high quality  materials.
A quick comedy routine.  You start by showing three
spots on one side and four spots on the other side.  Then
you find the spots multiplying with six spots on one side
and only one on the other side.  You are really surprised
when you turn the card over again and discover you now
have eight spots!

$45

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Gimpy Exclusive
Improved Lighter
Light Heavy Box

It is a Light Heavy Box that provides a double
deception with a KILLER ending! How could an
ordinary cardboard box—a cardboard box you
could normally pick up with one finger—be
impossible for the spectator to lift? After all, it’s
only a cardboard box! This newest evolution from
GIMPY also comes with an extremely powerful
finale never before possible. For the first time,
you can actually tip the bottom of the box towards
the audience! Yes, all sides of the box can be
viewed.  One deception is the use of a common

everyday item that can typically be found in any house, building, or street corner.
Another deception is in how light this common item normally is.

It looks, feels, and smells like a normal cardboard
box—the sides even bend in response to the
spectator’s hands—but it is definitely NOT normal!
Even though it looks like a cardboard box, it has the
meticulous detail to construction and the smooth,
silent operating gimmick that Gimpy’s Light Heavy
Chests are known for, plus YOU CAN SHOW THE
INSIDE OF THE BOX! NOW YOU CAN EVEN
SHOW THE BOTTOM OF THE BOX AFTER
THE ROUTINE!  Box size is approximately 9 x 9 x
9 inches and includes instructions with a hilarious original routine.

A spectator is chosen from the audience and blindfolded. He is told that he will
participate in an experiment that will rob him of his strength. It is further explained
that he will be asked to lift a very heavy antique box. Now the box is unveiled (or
removed from a nearby trash bin if you wish). The audience sees only a small
cardboard box.The volunteer places his hands on the sides of the box and is asked
to guess its approximate weight. Then the magi opens the box towards the audience.
The box can be freely shown as an empty box.  The spectator is now placed under
a hypnotic spell. The magi tells the spectator that a very heavy object will be
placed inside the box. The audience sees the magi put a small, light object in the
box. Again, the spectator is asked to guess the weight of the box. No matter how
hard he tries, he can’t even pick it up. Once he gives up, the magi picks up the box
and removes the light object. Now the spectator can lift the box.  This can all be
repeated several times. The effect is that the audience is convinced that the box is
never heavy and that the spectator must be under a trance.

Non-Discountable Product:  This product is not eligible for any discounts, nor
can its value be applied toward any accumulative minimum order to qualify for a
coupon.

$295

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Mother Of  All Book Tests
Pocket Edition

Simple Absolute Truth—This is the perfect
example and embodiment of the tremendous power
of a brand, something that is so strong it makes an
intense impression in the minds of top performers
world-wide. It’s instantly recognized as “the” official
and most revered booktest in all Magicdom—for many
reasons, not the least of which is the fact it has been
tried and tested for years by the best in the industry. In
this new world of portability and transportation,
this latest pocket edition opens up a plethora
of new opportunities and venues previous
impossible.  Ted Karmilovich changed the game
forever with the Mother of All Book Tests (all versions)!

From consumer goods to how we gather information and news and now how equal
varieties of tools to engage and perform.  Never before have you, as a performer,
had such a plethora of choices, as well as unique opportunities to make an intense
impression. This pocket edition should be given strong consideration.  Straight To
Ad Copy If Desired: Sans industry analysis and introspective.

$199

The Psychic Connection II
Mother Of All

Book Tests 2.0
MOAB 2.0 (Mother Of All Book Tests) is
so simple to perform, so direct and powerful. This
is the book test a select group of professionals are
using to blow their audiences away. Can be
performed for an audience of one to one
thousand.  Close-up, walk-around, stage, radio and

TV—Anytime, anywhere.  All pages different.

No stooges, instant or otherwise. No preparation.  No
counting.  No gimmicks.  No angles. No prompters.  No peeks. No glimpses.   No
sleights.  No anagrams.  No forces. No short pages.

We have compiled a list of 225 common and uncommon objects that can be found
in these venues. When you arrive at the location, you select the object you want to
dramatically locate during your show.  A spectator "freely" selects a word (the
object) from the book and concentrates. Incredibly, you are able to lead them to it
in a dramatic fashion!  MOAB 2.0 re-writes the rules. We've redefined the book
test by including effects that can be used by magicians.  MOAB 2.0 makes possible
new and inventive presentations for those who perform effects.  Original MOAB
still availale from the Website as well!

 $299

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/moabt-2-0-mother-of-all-book-tests-2-0/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mother-of-all-book-tests-pocket-edition-updated-version/
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Mental High Notes
By Sidney Friedman

Stevens Magic is excited to have secured the
exclusive distribution for this anticipated tome,
adding Sidney Friedman to the long list of
distinguished mentalist working exclusively with
Stevens Magic.  At the urging over the years from
many in the mentalist community, Sidney
Friedman will finally release his first and only book,
MENTAL HIGH NOTES, a limited-edition book
of 175 copies, No Digital Option.

The contents reveal some of the most coveted
material from his 26 years as a working
mentalist… And to answer your question—YES
it will also include the full inside scoop on
how to do “PROPLESS predictions.”

Here are some of the book’s contents:
Soothsaying Secrets—There are several fine propless
mind reading effects these days, but no propless
prediction effects. Yes, as Sidney has done on the
TODAY SHOW, on THE VIEW and hundreds of other
TV and radio shows, you will learn how to make news
predictions with no boxes, no envelopes, no gimmicks,
no switches and no devices. You will just state the
prediction and then have a very good chance it will come
to fruition. Some call it “Hurling the Headlines,” but

this is more than throwing a dart and hoping it lands. He shows you all the techniques
of how to greatly increase your accuracy. Imagine doing this in one of your shows,
where in closing, you state three predictions of headlines. Then in time when 2 of
the 3 headlines occur, imagine the resulting reputation maker you will have, the
calls you’ll receive, and the increased business. Yes, increased business. Sidney
knows, because it’s happened for him.

Harmony—In addition, you will learn Sidney’s multiple pendulum routine called
“Harmony,” which can be performed for almost any size crowd and is one of the
two most raved-about pieces of his show. It’s a thing of beauty and it will move
your audience not only by awing them but by giving them something meaningful
they’ll talk about for weeks and months afterward.

Plus, so much more!!  See website for more details on this incredible,
must-have book!

$149

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mental-high-notes-sidney-friedman-limited-edition-book/
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Iain Dunsford Exclusives!
Brutishly Starlit

Finally, a compendium of Iain’s previous works
in one tome. This project encompasses the largest
variety of his projects compiled. Many have
requested this from Iain, and he has obliged.
Stevens Magic is happy to continue to work
exclusively with one of the UK’s foremost experts
in readings, who is equally gifted with a very
unique wit and writing style. This book contains
readings for the mystery performer and
others…including robots and monkeys (yes, that’s
right, classic Iain Dunford).

Detailed in the book are: Tessarula, Palm/Tree
Readings, Aeiou, Thought-Paths, Meta-ph-oracle,
Familiars, Horosculptures, Tarography and
Tornamancy.

SME Transparency: It should be noted that one of the above—Tornamancy—
is included in Valid-Diction (detailed below) which is another one of Iain’s books
available at Stevens Magic. We note this ONLY for those of you who have purchased
Valid-Diction previously or might in the future.

$59.50
Valid-Diction

I expect you to have read and digested the classics of
mentalism and have an interest in character analysis
and/or readings of some kind. This is a booklet
focusing on dreams and memories in a
mentalism context. Routines, inventions and plots.
There is also a unique reading system that lets you create
a unique item to giveaway/sell to each person that you
read for.

Some DIY is needed for certain items. None of it
requires anything expensive apart from your time—

Envelopes, sticky notes,
scissors, business cards,
cheap normal books—that kind of thing.

•  No. I.S.ing
•  No PS

For close-up, informal, social, formal, house-parties
and on the toilet.

$38.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Scott St. Clair Exclusives!
Cross My Palm

What Is Cross My Palm?  This is a reading system based
around the coins in someone’s purse, pocket or wallet. Coins
are important to us, not simply as objects of material value.
When we seek to commemorate a special event or individual,
coins are minted and distributed. People have lucky coins,
the Queen gives Maundy Money and, certainly in my part
of the country, couples would throw coins for local children
after their wedding (we called it a ‘scramble’). We carry coins
with us, closely guarded, handling them, receiving them and
passing them on. They are imbued with our energy, they
have meaning for us.

This system can be as simple or complex as you are
comfortable with. You can leave aspects out or use it as a

whole.

Why This System?  If you do readings,
you’ll know that it is essential to connect the
system to the person being read. Tarot can
seem, to some, like some new age hippy
nonsense or a creepy scene from an old
horror movie. Now, either of these
perceptions is fine, IF your sitter thinks this

is a good thing. If not, they are unlikely to want a reading from you. Palm readings
are the same and, though I use both of these systems, I have regularly found
individuals or groups who just don’t want anything to do with them!

Faced with this, I thought, ‘Is there a system that overcomes this, that connects
with everybody by using something so ubiquitous that they have become almost
invisible to our conscious mind (except when we come to use them), yet are so
personal to us because we touch and use them all the time? Is there a system
that is totally and completely impromptu and connects to a sitter in an
understandable way, uncluttered by symbolism and strange, unusual markings?’

There wasn’t, at least not one I was aware of. So, I set about creating one. The
system I came up with is based around money, specifically coinage. Now, this
book (and system) is based on UK currency – because that is where I happen to
live. However, I genuinely believe this can be adapted to any currency with a little
thought once you understand the principles.

Note: if you would like to get Cross My Palm for FREE—you can get the digital
copy when you purchase Ratoon Volume 1, available exclusively at Stevens Magic.

“This is a very clever way of doing a reading anywhere anytime, amazing
thinking. This is a keeper and well thought out. I love this, it’s brilliant!” --Neal
Scryer

$25

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Worth The Read!

The Diary Of  a
Magician’s Wife

By Geraldine Conrad Larsen
A fabulous entertaining book for any magician or wife
or girlfriend of a magician!

Written by a magician’s wife and mother of the Larsen
boys—who started the Magic Castle!
Exposed for the first time, what magician’s wives or
girlfriends must suffer—not always in patient silence!

this book lays bare heart of the innocent victim of;
“Watch this dear”

A one year diary of a wife/sweetheart, living with a
magician!  This fabulous book will make every reader
laugh and cry <?>... they will certainly see themselves

as they read this incredible story!

No tricks, no secrets... nothing but the truth! Every “Magi”
will see themselves in this hilarious book.  Almost 100 pages
of everyday life with photos of history incorporated!

$40

Seven Thoughts
By Sungwon Kim

Seven Thoughts is Sungwon’s first book in English. It
contains seven total items, some from his previous works
in Korean: Leaf Boat (2010) and Imagery (2016). Also
included is Broken Canvas—a brand new effect. When
Leaf Boat was first published in Korean, it sold out in
only two days! Remember, none of Sungwon’s routines
have been published in English before. So, the entire
book is loaded with powerful routines for the English-
speaking market with photos of history incorporated!

This product is the perfect marriage of modern-art and
we are happy that Sungwon Kim decided to feature it in classic print-medium. The
booklet features 63 full-color photos that are enticing and visual.  Book is soft
cover with 28 pages and is saddle-stitched, 63 full
color photos.

Content:  Spread Cull Double Turnover, Swing Cut
Aces, Four Cards, Stream Move, Leaf Boat, Sungwon
Control and Broken Canvas (Media rights NOT
included).

$20

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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